‐PRESS RELEASE‐
New group of stagiairs started their Internship at Serbian Institute
Ministry of Diaspora of the Republic of Serbia and Serbian Institute for Public
Diplomacy after succesful ending of spring‐summer programme of Young professionals
are pleased to announce that a new group of stagiers joined our team.
The new group of stagiars who will be part of our team in period september‐december
is consisted of: Olja Radlovic joining us from Republic of Srpska, Luca Marini from Italy,
Stefan Vojvodic from France, Dragan Lukjanovic and Milos Milosevic coming from
Germany.

Dragan L.: «The biggest impression for
me was and is the fact to be encircled by
diplomats and famous personalities all
the days, e.g. Ana Milosevic. To be so
near to Barroso in the EP was a great
experience. I am not in center of
European power yet, but a little bit
closer.»

Olja R. : «Working for the Serbian
Institute gives me an opportunity to
contribute to the promotion of Serbia
and to put in practice the existing
knowledge about the European Union.
Being able to actually participate in
conferences
organized
by
EU
institutions and not just read about
them is a rewarding experience. »
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Miloš M.:» I have chosen the internship
at the Serbian Institute for Public
Diplomacy for two reasons: After
finishing my studies about the European
decision making process, I want to get a
practical insight into it. Secondly, one
of my main interests is to promote
Serbia’s European Union integration. I
fully believe that this internship will
provide me with the chance to achieve
these goals.»

Luca M.:» Belgrade and Brussels, two B‐
cities I would like to live in, sooner or
later in my life. Here at the Serbian
Institute I expect to have the
opportunity to breathe a bit of the
atmosphere
and
multicultural
environment and history of both. “The
heart and the stomach of Europe”, and
me trying to cope with the contractions
of these two powerful and essential
muscles of the European current and
future architecture.»
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